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Abstract

Toxic agents added into the medium of rapidly growing Escherichia coli induce specific stress responses through the activation 
of specialized transcription factors. Each transcription factor and downstream regulon (e.g. SoxR) are linked to a unique stress 
(e.g. superoxide stress). Cells starved of phosphate induce several specific stress regulons during the transition to stationary 
phase when the growth rate is steadily declining. Whereas the regulatory cascades leading to the expression of specific stress 
regulons are well known in rapidly growing cells stressed by toxic products, they are poorly understood in cells starved of 
phosphate. The intent of this review is to both describe the unique mechanisms of activation of specialized transcription factors 
and discuss signalling cascades leading to the induction of specific stress regulons in phosphate- starved cells. Finally, I discuss 
unique defence mechanisms that could be induced in cells starved of ammonium and glucose.

INTRODUCTION
In nature, environmental conditions can change frequently as a result of fluctuations in growth parameters − e.g. carbon source 
[1], phosphate source [2], osmotic pressure and potassium concentration [3], iron availability [4], pH [5], temperature [6] and 
oxygen level [7] − and production of toxic products by competing organisms [8–11].

Changes in environmental conditions can directly (e.g. addition of toxic products) [12, 13] and indirectly (e.g. starvation of 
carbon and phosphate) [14] generate potentially lethal damage. Bacteria evolved different mechanisms to survive whether they 
are growing or non- growing (i.e. in stationary phase).

In rapidly growing cells exposed to toxic products, specific stress responses are induced through the activation of specialized 
transcription factors that recruit the vegetative RNA polymerase (RNAP)-σ70 holoenzyme to promoters of genes required for 
stress survival. Each transcription factor and downstream regulon (e.g. SoxR, CpxR and LexA) are specific to a unique type of 
stress (e.g. superoxide stress, envelope stress and DNA replication stress) [6, 9, 15]. In addition, high temperature can induce the 
RpoE and RpoH regulons through activation of the specialized sigma factors σE and σH, respectively [6].

In cells starved of glucose (Glc) and inorganic phosphate (Pi) that enter into stationary phase, a single general stress response is 
induced through the accumulation of the sigma factor σS (RpoS). The RNAPσs holoenzyme induces the RpoS regulon that include 
many genes (e.g. sodC, katE, dps, pdhR, poxB and gadAB) that help to protect non- growing cells against a variety of stresses (e.g. 
oxidative stress and acid stress) [16–19].

The distinction between specific stress responses induced by toxic products in growing cells and the general stress response 
induced in non- growing cells was blurred by the finding that specific stress regulons can be induced in cells that approach the 
stationary phase in the absence of added toxic products in the environment: CpxR is activated in cells that enter into stationary 
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phase during incubation in rich medium supplemented with glucose [20, 21]; RpoE is activated in cells starved of amino acids 
and Pi [22, 23]; and SoxR, OxyR, CpxR, RpoE and LexA are activated under Pi- starvation conditions [14, 24–26]. The regulatory 
cascades leading to the activation of specific stress regulons under growth- limiting conditions remain poorly understood.

In this review, the focus is on Escherichia coli K- 12 starved of Pi. I review the unique mechanisms of activation of the SoxR-, 
CpxR-, RpoE- and LexA- specific transcription factors, and I attempt to answer the following questions: What are the signalling 
pathways leading to induction of the specific stress regulons? What are the roles of induced genes? Why are specific stress 
regulons induced rather than the general stress response? Finally, I discuss unique regulatory cascades that could be induced in 
cells starved of ammonium and glucose.

INDUCTION OF OXIDATIVE STRESS REGULONS IN PI-STARVED CELLS
E. coli evolved two complementary oxidative stress regulons, SoxRS (e.g. sodA, zwf, acnA, acrAB, micF and poxB) and OxyR (e.g. 
ahpCF, katG, dps, trxC, grxA and sufA- E), whose aim is to protect cytoplasmic components from oxidative damage [15].

In growing cells, the SoxRS- specific stress response is induced by redox- cycling compounds added to the environment (e.g. 
paraquat and plumbagin) [10, 27], which help transfer one electron from SoxR − i.e. oxidation of SoxR − to molecular oxygen − i.e. 
reduction of O2 to superoxide (O2

•−). Superoxide is a reactive oxygen species (ROS) that damages metabolic enzymes containing 
unique iron- sulphur cluster (FeS) [15]. The oxidized form of SoxR (SoxRox) induces the synthesis of SoxS, which induces genes 
(e.g. sodA and zwf) that help combat oxidative stress. SodA detoxifies superoxide (O2

•−) through its dismutation into molecular 
oxygen (O2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Zwf (NADP- dependent glucose- 6- phosphate dehydrogenase), the first enzyme of 
the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), produces NADPH that is required for the activity of reducing systems (e.g. Trx/Grx) 
including Rsx, which reduces SoxRox [27].

In Pi- starved cells, induction of the SoxRS system is dependent upon the expression of the Rsx- reducing system, which prevents 
over- oxidation and eventually destruction of the [2Fe- 2S] cluster in SoxR [26]. Therefore, contrarily to the hypothesis that SoxR 
could be oxidized only through interaction with redox- cycling compounds added to the growth medium [10], it is likely that 
SoxR could be activated as a result of the endogenous production of ROS in cells starved of Pi [26].

What enzymes could generate ROS in Pi-starved cells?
Three lines of evidence suggest that redox enzymes could generate ROS. First, between days 3 and 6 of incubation under 
Pi- starvation conditions, the accumulation of oxidation products (i.e. thiobarbituric acid reactive substances, TBARS) is prevented 
through the induction of poxB in a strictly RpoS- dependent manner [28]. PoxB (pyruvate:quinone oxidoreductase) directly 
oxidizes pyruvate (PYR) into acetate (Ace), which prevents PYR flux through the NAD- dependent pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex (PDH) [7]. PDH converts PYR into acetyl- coenzyme A (AcCoA), which can enter into the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA). 
PDH and TCA activities are linked to the activity of aerobic electron- transfer chain (ETC), which reduces NADH [7] (Fig. 1). 
Second, a peak in the production of NAD+ is observed after 3 h in stationary phase under Pi- starvation conditions [14]. NAD+ 
biosynthesis, which liberates Pi (NadA, NadC, NadD and NadE activities) [29], could transiently support the activity of metabolic 
enzymes that require Pi and/or NAD+ such as glyceraldehyde- 3- phosphate dehydrogenase in glycolysis, PDH (AceEF- Lpd), 
and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (KGDH, SucAB- Lpd) in TCA [30, 31]. Third, solvent exposed FADH2 in NadB (in NAD+ 
biosynthetic pathway), SdhABCD (succinate:quinone oxidoreductase in TCA) and Ndh (NADH:quinone reductase II in ETC) 
can accidentally transfer electrons to molecular oxygen, which generates superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals 
[10, 15, 29, 32]. It is therefore tempting to speculate that aerobic glucose metabolism through the PDH- TCA- ETC pathway could 
directly (Sdh and Ndh) and indirectly (NadB) generate ROS in Pi- starved cells before entry into stationary phase and induction 
of the PoxB bypass.

Hydrogen peroxide is actually produced to potentially toxic levels in Pi- starved cells. Survival of Pi- starved cells that approach 
the stationary phase is primarily dependent upon the activity of the AhpCF peroxidase [14], which can reduce low levels H2O2 
[10]. Whereas low levels hydrogen peroxide can oxidize (i.e. activate) OxyR, even high levels of superoxide cannot directly oxidize 
SoxR [10, 15, 33].

How is SoxR oxidized in Pi-starved cells?
Hydrogen peroxide, a generally weak oxidant, can generate a very toxic product, the hydroxyl radical. Hydrogen peroxide can 
oxidize free ferrous iron (Fe2+) to ferric iron (Fe3+), which reduces H2O2 (HO••OH +1 e−) to hydroxide ion (HO••) and hydroxyl 
radical (HO•) (Fenton reaction) [15]. The Fenton reaction is more efficient when cells are exposed to low doses of H2O2 for a 
long time − as in Pi- starved cells − rather than to high doses for a short time [33].

The hydroxyl radical readily abstracts one electron (hydrogen atom) from proteins and nucleic acids (HO• + RCH → HO••H + 
RC•), which can eventually result in aggregation (RC••CR) and fragmentation of oxidized molecules [12]. The primary target 
of hydroxyl radical is directly and indirectly guanine residue in DNA (HO• + G → HO••H + G•+) [13]. Activation of SoxR could 
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therefore occur through DNA charge transport [13, 34] of one electron from SoxR, bound to the promoter of soxS, to a close 
oxidized guanine, which could reduce G•+ and oxidize SoxR (G•+ + SoxRred→ G + SoxRox) [26, 28] (Fig. 2). SoxRox should be rapidly 
reduced by the NADPH- dependent Rsx system to prevent the degradation of its [2Fe- 2S] cluster, thereby entering into a new 
redox cycle [7, 26, 27]. If not reduced by DNA charge transport, G•+ develops to miscoding lesion (8- oxoGua) and noncoding 
lesion − fragmentation of guanine into FapyGua blocks DNA replication [13].

INDUCTION OF ENVELOPE STRESS REGULONS IN PI-STARVED CELLS
E. coli evolved two complementary envelope stress responses, CpxR and RpoE, whose aim is primarily to prevent the integration 
of misfolded proteins into inner and outer membranes [6]. The CpxR and RpoE regulons are induced through unique mechanisms 
in Pi- starved cells [25].

Activation of the CpxR regulon
In growing cells, the CpxA/CpxR two- component system (TCS) is activated under environmental conditions that damage 
envelope proteins (e.g. alkaline pH and addition of gentamicin, an aminoglycoside antibiotics) [6, 25]. ATP- dependent auto- 
phosphorylation of CpxA can be triggered following faulty interaction between CpxA and the lipoprotein NlpE, when notably the 
biogenesis and translocation of NlpE into the outer membrane is hampered [35]. Phospho- CpxR (CpxRPi) induces primarily genes 
required for the elimination of abnormal proteins in the periplasm. CpxRPi can also repress the transcription of genes implicated 
in ETC biogenesis, namely nuo and cyo encoding NADH:quinone reductase I and cytochrome- quinol oxidase bo3, respectively 
[36]. The composition of ETCs adapts to growth conditions [7]. ETCs are composed of NADH:quinone reductases (Ndh and 
Nuo), quinones (Q) and cytochrome- quinol oxidases (Cyo and Cyd), which consume and excrete various amounts of protons. 
The repression of nuo and cyo by CpxR decreases the excretion of protons (from a maximum of 8 H+/2 e- with the Nuo- Q- Cyo 
combination down to 2 H+/2 e- with the Ndh- Q- Cyd combination), which decreases the internal pH (pHi). The repression of 

Fig. 1. Changes in metabolic pathways in Pi- starved cells during the transition to the stationary phase. PTSGlc transports and phosphorylates Glc. Zwf 
(NADP- dependent glucose- 6- phosphate dehydrogenase) partly directs the flow of G6P into PPP. Metabolites of central carbon metabolism inhibit Cra 
and PdhR DNA- binding activities, and activate the CreC/CreB TCS. The PYR- AcCoA flux is largely redirected from the PDH- TCA- ETC pathway (aerobic 
respiration) towards the PDH- Pta- AckA pathway (aerobic fermentation; in brown). Under shortage of Pi (Pi <), the PhoR/PhoB TCS stimulates primarily 
the scavenging of Pi (in brown), as well as the synthesis of ppGpp (in green). Under excess ammonium conditions, the nonphosphorylated form of 
PtsN (PtsNx) interacts with and favours the active phosphorylated forms of PhoRPi and KdpDPi. Cross talks between PhoR/PhoB, KdpD/KdpE and 
CreC/CreB TCSs induce the kdpABC and ackA pta operons. Abbreviations: AcCoA, acetyl- coenzyme A; Ace, acetate/acetic acid; AcP, acetyl phosphate; 
ETC, electron- transfer chain; Glc, glucose; G6P, glucose- 6- phosphate; PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex; PPP, pentose phosphate pathway; PEP, 
phosphoenolpyruvate; Pi, inorganic phosphate; PTS, phosphotransferase system; PST, phosphate specific transporter; PYR, pyruvate; TCA, tricarboxylic 
acid cycle.
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nuo and cyo can explain that induction of the CpxR envelope stress response by the antibiotic gentamicin decreases the pHi [11]. 
Globally, the inhibition of protons excretion can decrease both the ΔpH and the Δψ (transmembrane electrical potential), which 
compose the proton motive force (PMF) − pHi is alkaline and the inner surface of the cytoplasmic membrane is negative in cells 
growing in minimal medium at pH 7 [5, 7, 37]. Induction of the CpxR response can therefore mitigate an increase in the pHi 
under alkaline growth conditions, and prevent Δψ-dependent entry of gentamicin into the cytoplasm [25, 36].

In Pi- starved cells, induction of the CpxR regulon is independent of the CpxA kinase activity but is dependent upon PhoB activity 
[25]. There is evidence that CpxR can be phosphorylated directly by acetyl phosphate (AcP) in cells grown in amino- acid- rich 
medium supplemented with glucose [20, 21]. At the approach of the stationary phase, when preferred amino acids are consumed, 
the switch to glucose metabolism generates AcP, an efficient phosphoryl group donor [38, 39].

During rapid growth on glucose, PYR and AcCoA flux is mainly directed towards the fermentative phosphate acetyltransferase- 
acetate kinase (Pta- AckA) pathway, so- called overflow metabolism, rather than toward the aerobic TCA- ETC pathway [40]. Pta 
converts AcCoA and Pi into CoASH and AcP; AckA converts AcP and ADP into Ace and ATP [20, 38, 40]. The Pta- AckA pathway 
can therefore provide energy rapidly and at low proteome cost during growth on glucose [41]. A major regulator of overflow 
metabolism is the CreC/CreB TCS (Carbon source responsive), which somehow senses the accumulation of PYR and responds 
with induction of the ackA- pta operon [42] (Fig. 1).

AcP transiently accumulated in cells grown in rich medium supplemented with glucose can therefore phosphorylate CpxR 
(CpxRPi) [20, 21, 38]. The same process could occur in Pi- starved cells that approach the stationary phase when the incubation 
medium contains excess glucose [14]. The Pta- AckA pathway could be the primary source of energy, and AcP could be partly 
used to phosphorylate CpxR (Fig. 2). Pi- starved cells accumulate high levels of AcP when they enter into stationary phase [43].

What is the role of the PhoR/PhoB response in CpxR activation? When the concentration of Pi decreases below 4 µM in the 
medium, changes in the structure of the primary phosphate specific transporter PstSCAB (PST) activate the PhoR/PhoB TCS [44]. 

Fig. 2. Induction of specific stress regulons in Pi- starved cells during the transition to the stationary phase. The flavoenzymes Ndh, SdhCDAB and NadB 
generate ROS (bend arrow in red). Low levels hydrogen peroxide (H

2
O

2
) activate OxyR. Hydroxyl radicals (HO•) damage membrane proteins (RC•) and 

guanine residues in DNA. G•+ oxidizes SoxR. Activation of the Kdp system (K+) (in blue) triggers alkalinization of the cytoplasm, which decreases the 
binding affinity of the LexA repressor to LexA box. The Pta- AckA pathway produces AcP and Ace (in brown), which activate the envelope stress regulons 
CpxR and RpoE, respectively. The alarmone ppGpp (in green) helps to induce specific stress regulons. The cross in a box indicates that activation of 
CpxR and RpoE occurs independently of the NlpE- CpxA and DegS- RseA pathways, respectively. Abbreviations: Ace, acetate/acetic acid; AcP, acetyl 
phosphate; pHi, internal pH; RNAP, RNA polymerase; ROS, reactive oxygen species.
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The PhoR/PhoB system could stimulate the transcription of the ackA- pta operon and the production of AcP at three different 
levels (Fig. 1). First, PhoBPi induces the pst and phn operons, which help to scavenge the Pi required for AcP synthesis [2, 38, 45]. 
Second, PhoRPi can phosphorylate the non- cognate regulator CreB [42]. Third, PhoBPi induces ytfK, which can help CreBPi to 
transcribe the ackA- pta operon [46, 47]. YtfK interacts with SpoT, which increases the production of the nucleotide second 
messenger Guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) [46]: ppGpp stimulates the transcription of the ackA- pta operon [47]. Generally, 
the production of ppGpp depends upon changes in RelA and SpoT activities in response to low translation rate when the growth 
rate decreases [48]. The alarmone ppGpp primarily binds to RNAP, which adjusts metabolism to poor nutrient availability and 
stress conditions [49]. Therefore, induction of the PhoR/PhoB TCS may be required to help activate CreBPi, induce the ackA- pta 
operon, and accumulate AcP (Fig. 1), which phosphorylates CpxR (Fig. 2).

The CpxA/CpxR and BaeS/BaeR envelope stress responses are both induced in the presence of ethanol [6, 50, 51]. The role of 
the BaeSR- MdtABC efflux pump system, which is specific to natural products [50], was not tested in Pi- starved cells. There is no 
evidence of direct phosphorylation of BaeR by AcP.

Activation of the RpoE regulon
In growing cells, the RpoE envelope stress response is primarily induced by high temperature [6]. The RpoE response results from 
activation of the sigma factor σE (σ24). RpoE (σE) activity depends on its release from the anti- sigma factor RseA. The protease DegS, 
activated by the presence of abnormal proteins in the periplasm, degrades RseA, which frees RpoE. The RpoE regulon (e.g. lpxD, 
degP and clpX lon) encodes proteins ensuring the integrity of the outer membrane through the synthesis of lipopolysaccharide 
and proteolysis of misfolded outer- membrane porins [52]. Moreover, the RpoE response indirectly helps to eliminate abnormal 
proteins in the cytoplasm through the induction of rpoH, which encodes the heat- shock protein regulator RpoH (σ32). Heat- shock 
proteins include ATP- dependent molecular chaperones and proteases (e.g. the ClpXP degradation complex and Lon) that refold 
and eventually degrade proteins damaged by high temperature, extreme pH and oxidative stress [53].

In cells starved of Pi, activation of the RNAPσE holoenzyme is independent of RseA and PhoB [22, 25]. There is evidence that the 
alarmone ppGpp could play a key role in increasing RpoE levels through the Csr (Carbon storage regulation) system. High levels 
of ppGpp increase the RNAPσ70- dependent transcription of csrB and csrC; the CsrB and CsrC small RNAs bind to and inactivate 
the activity of CrsA, which inhibits the translation of the rpoE mRNA [54]. In addition to increasing RpoE levels, ppGpp can 
increase the activity of the RNAPσE holoenzyme [22, 23]. However, ppGpp levels cannot totally explain the activation of the 
RpoE regulon in Pi- starved cells, which suggests the presence of another factor [22]. Besides ppGpp, the BarA/UvrY TCS can also 
induce the csrB and csrC genes [55]. The BarA/UvrY system senses and responds to high levels of Ace that can be produced by 
the Pta- AckA pathway in Pi- starved cells [28, 56]. Before activation of the BarA/UvrY TCS by Ace, the response regulator UvrY 
could be directly phosphorylated by AcP [55], which could induce the CsrBC/A system before the accumulation of toxic levels 
of acetic acid. Therefore, both UvrYPi and ppGpp might be required to increase RpoE levels and RNAPσE activity independently 
of RseA activity in Pi- starved cells (Fig. 2).

How is the RpoE regulon induced in phoBR mutants? The production of Ace results from the activity at first of the Pta- AckA 
pathway (when cells approach the stationary phase) and later on of the PoxB pathway (when cells enter into stationary phase). Each 
pathway contributes equally to Ace final concentration in the presence of excess glucose [28]. If Pta activity (and AcP levels) were 
low in phoBR mutants − as suggested by inhibition of the CpxR activity − induction of poxB by the RNAPσS holoenzyme could 
occur prematurely as a result of a rapid drop in growth rate and entry into stationary phase. PoxB- dependent production of Ace 
could induce the BarA/UvrY TCS, which might account for induction of the RpoE regulon in phoBR mutants starved of Pi [22, 25]. 
If high levels of ppGpp were required, PhoB- dependent induction of ytfK should play a minor role. Loss of YtfK- dependent 
activation of SpoT could be compensated by activation of RelA (and SpoT) in response to a rapid drop in growth rate [48, 49].

INDUCTION OF THE LEXA REGULON IN PI-STARVED CELLS
In rapidly growing cells, the LexA response is induced when DNA bulky lesions − produced for instance by the antibiotic mito-
mycin C − stall the replicative DNA polymerase Pol III. Reinitiating replication beyond lesions generates single- stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) gaps [57]. Induction of the LexA regulon (e.g. lexA, recA, dinB, polB and umuDC) results from the (auto)cleavage of 
the LexA repressor when free LexA molecules interact with short RecA- ATP filaments built on ssDNA organized by the ssDNA- 
binding protein (SSB) [58–61]. The LexA response primarily helps to tolerate DNA damage through the activity of error- prone 
DNA polymerases: Pol IV (DinB) − possibly in a complex with RecA and native UmuD − can replicate damaged DNA, whereas 
Pol V (UmuD'C) can fill ssDNA gaps [62–64]. Gap filling can eventually occur through homologous recombination initiated by 
long RecA- ATP- ssDNA filaments formed through interaction between SSB and RecF [65–67].

The LexA regulon can be induced when cells approach the stationary phase in the absence of added genotoxic products in the 
medium. This occurs when cells are grown in rich LB medium − pH sharply increases at the approach of the stationary phase 
as a result of amino- acid degradation − and when cells are starved of Pi but not when they are starved of ammonium or glucose 
[24]. Contrary to the current dogma that induction of the LexA regulon requires LexA cleavage [9, 68–70], induction of the LexA 
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regulon in starved cells is independent of LexA cleavage but is dependent upon cytoplasm alkalinization [39]. An exposed histidine 
residue in LexA, which contacts the DNA phosphodiester backbone near the LexA box, could mainly exist in deprotonated form 
under alkaline conditions [69, 71, 72], which could reduce the affinity of the LexA repressor for LexA- controlled promoters [39].

Therefore, the LexA regulon can be markedly induced in Pi- starved cells in the absence of the ssDNA signalling system through 
an increase in the pHi, which decreases the binding affinity of LexA to LexA box [39]. In contrast, a decrease in the pHi triggered 
by the addition of antibiotics could increase the binding affinity of RecA to ssDNA, which stimulates the cleavage of LexA [11, 73].

How could the pHi increase in cells starved of Pi, whereas ongoing glucose metabolism eventually causes 
the accumulation of acetic acid?
Ace excreted into the medium decreases the pH of the medium during prolonged incubation of Pi- starved cells. At moderate 
acidic pH, acetic acid present in the medium diffuses across the membrane and dissociates into acetate (AcO-) and protons (H+) 
inside the cell [56]. However, the pHi could increase at the approach of the stationary phase as a result of a perturbation in the 
K+/H+ ion balance.

Potassium, which is normally transported by the Trk system (K+:H+ symport), is the most abundant intracellular cation. Potas-
sium helps to control key physiological parameters such as osmotic pressure, ionic strength and pHi. When the concentration 
of potassium falls into the micromolar range in the medium, activation of the KdpD/KdpE TCS induces the kdpFABC operon, 
which encodes the Kdp high- affinity ATP- dependent K+ pump. Upon osmotic upshift, potassium uptake through the Trk and 
Kdp systems increases dramatically, which triggers the extrusion of protons and a transient alkalinization of the cytoplasm [3].

When Pi- starved cells approach the stationary phase, the kdp operon is induced whereas potassium is in excess in the medium 
[26]. Moreover, constitutive induction of the Kdp system in kdpDc mutants [26] enhances the level of expression of the LexA 
regulon under Pi- starvation conditions (PLM unpublished results), which suggests that activation of the Kdp transport system, 
accumulation of K+, and extrusion of protons (i.e. alkalinization of the pHi) could account for the non- canonical induction of 
the LexA regulon in Pi- starved cells (Fig. 1).

How could induction of the kdp operon take place in Pi-starved cells?
Activation of the kdp operon could result from both a crosstalk between PhoRPi and KdpE [74], and formation of a PhoRPi- KdpDPi- 
PtsN ternary complex [75] (Fig. 1). PtsN is the last protein of the nitrogen- related phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase 
system (PTSNtr). The components of the PTSNtr system are mainly in dephosphorylated form in cells incubated in a minimal 
medium containing excess ammonium [76]. In dephosphorylated form, PtsNx interacts with and favours the active phosphorylated 
forms of both PhoRPi and KdpDPi [75].

How could K+ accumulation alkalinize the cytoplasm of Pi-starved cells?
K+ ions specifically bind to and increase the activity of NADH:quinone reductase I (Nuo) [77], which can improve H+ excretion by 
ETC [3]. Therefore, induction of the kdp operon, K+ accumulation and stimulation of Nuo activity could account for alkalinization 
of the cytoplasm in Pi- starved cells (Fig. 2).

Besides its effect on the pHi, excess potassium could improve the expression of specific stress regulons through the redistribu-
tion of RNAP to promoters of induced genes. Exponentially growing cells exposed to a moderate osmotic up- shock accumulate 
rapidly potassium, which globally destabilizes RNAP- DNA complexes: RNAP can then re- associate with σ70 to promoters of 
osmo- regulated genes and eventually with σS [3, 78]. Similarly, potassium accumulated in Pi- starved cells could favour the 
re- association of RNAPσ70 to promoters that bind SoxRox and CpxRPi, and to promoters made accessible following the release of 
the LexA repressor from LexA box (Fig. 2). Later, RNAP could re- associate with σE and σH when made available.

ROLES OF SPECIFIC STRESS REGULONS IN PI-STARVED CELLS
Flavoenzymes adventitiously produce ROS in Pi- starved cells. However, redirection of PYR metabolism from the PDH- TCA- ETC 
aerobic pathway towards the PDH- Pta- AckA fermentative pathway decreases the production of ROS by Sdh and Ndh in TCA 
and ETC, respectively. Because of activation of the NAD+ biosynthetic pathway (primarily to sustain NAD+- dependent PDH 
activity), NadB could be a primary source of ROS in Pi- starved cells [14, 28, 29, 32, 79] (Fig. 2). The superoxide dismutase SodA 
(SoxR regulon) could play a key role in protecting FeS- metabolic enzymes against superoxide anion radical (O2•

-) [27, 80]. The 
peroxidase AhpCF (OxyR regulon) is required to reduce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and prevent the formation of toxic hydroxyl 
radicals (HO•) [14, 27]. Therefore, the primary role of LexA, CpxR and RpoE regulons could be to help SoxR and OxyR regulons 
to alleviate oxidative stress in Pi- starved cells.

In the LexA regulon, dinB encoding the Pol IV TLS DNA polymerase could play a key role. DinB helps to skip single- strand 
nicks generated through hydroxyl radical- mediated oxidative degradation of 2- deoxyribose moiety [13]. In the absence of 
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DinB, nicks stall normal DNA replication and generate lethal double- strand breaks (DSB) [81]. Finally, induction of the 
CpxR and RpoE regulons could help to prevent the accumulation of oxidized proteins in the inner and outer membranes, 
respectively [6, 52].

Why did such mechanisms evolve since the RpoS response can efficiently protect Pi- starved cells against multiple stresses 
including oxidative stress? SoxR-, OxyR-, LexA- and CpxR- specific stress responses are induced through the activation 
of specialized transcription factors that recruit the vegetative RNAPσ70 holoenzyme to promoters of a limited number of 
genes. In sharp contrast, the RpoS- dependent general stress response dramatically remodels the transcriptome, which allows 
non- growing cells to fight against many stresses [19]. At first glance the general stress response could offer the best way to 
protect Pi- starved cells against oxidative stress through induction of katE, sodC, gor, dps, dinB, poxB and pdhR. However, the 
switch from RpoD (σ70)- to RpoS (σS)- dependent transcription might be a risky investment. Exit from the stationary phase 
upon dilution into a rich medium requires a lag period to change metabolic pathways from a survival (RpoS- dependent) to 
a growth (RpoD- dependent) regimen [82, 83]. In a population of Pi- starved cells, cells in which the RpoS switch is delayed 
could have an advantage over cells that entered into stationary phase whether a Pi source is recovered and growth is possibly 
restarted [84].

The H- NS protein can delay the switch from RNAPσ70 to RNAPσS notably during incubation at low temperature [24, 28, 81]. 
High levels of H- NS and low Pta activity at low temperature [38, 43, 85] could account for the poorly defined finding that 
induction of the LexA regulon is dramatically increased in Pi- starved at low temperature [24]. High levels of H- NS can delay 
the switch from σ70 (RpoD) to σS (RpoS) (Fig. 1), and low Pta activity − resulting in low AcP levels and low CpxR activity − can 
delay the switch from alkaline (Kdp- dependent) to acidic pHi (CpxR- dependent) (Fig. 2), both conditions, which can favour 
the RNAPσ70- dependent expression of the LexA regulon in Pi- starved cells.

Taken together, these data support the idea that specific stress regulons could protect Pi- starved cells against oxidative 
stress before the RpoS switch. Specific stress regulons can protect notably DNA and proteins essential for metabolism and 
envelope structure. Such a protection might be critical whether Pi- starved find a new source of Pi and start growing rapidly. 
In other words, specific stress regulons can afford a transient protection against oxidative stress whether E. coli should adapt 
to frequent and rapid environmental changes in Pi concentrations, the so- called ‘feast and famine cycle’ [84], which occurs 
in the small intestine [45].

Because Pi starvation and ensuing oxidative stress are predictable events, E. coli evolved unique regulatory processes leading 
to induction of specific stress regulons before oxidative damage totally compromise protein synthesis [86, 87]. The signalling 
pathways leading to induction of LexA and CpxR/RpoE regulons share a common core constituted of PtsNx and PhoRPi, 
thereby allowing a co- ordinated induction (Fig. 1). However, the metabolic signals used − Pi limitation, excess ammonium 
and excess glucose − are characteristic of Pi- starvation conditions, which suggests that cells starved for other nutrients could 
behave differently. In fact, preliminary data suggest that the nature of stress systems and mechanisms of induction differ in 
Pi-, glucose- and ammonium- starved cells.

INDUCTION OF THE SOXRS REGULON IN AMMONIUM-STARVED CELLS
In ammonium- starved cells, gene fusions used as reporters of stress regulons (Kdp, LexA and RpoE) are poorly expressed with 
the remarkable exception of the soxS::lacZ fusion. Induction of soxS is stronger in ammonium- than in Pi- starved cells. Moreover, 
expression of the soxS::lacZ fusion is more dependent upon the activity of the SoxR- reducing system Rsx in ammonium- than in 
Pi- starved cells, which indicates that oxidative stress is stronger in the former than in the latter [25, 26, PLM unpublished results].

The source of ROS is probably the same in ammonium- and Pi- starved cells because ammonium- starved cells also continue 
to consume glucose, but at a rate twice lower than in Pi- starved cells [56]. A simple interpretation of this low metabolic rate is 
that the PTSNtr system, which is mainly phosphorylated in ammonium- starved cells [76], competes with the glucose- specific 
phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system (PTSGlc) for the common phosphoryl donor, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) 
(Fig. 1). Slow transport of glucose could hamper fermentative overflow metabolism (Pta- AckA pathway) in favour of aerobic 
metabolism (TCA- ETC pathway), which could increase the production of ROS. Hydroxyl radical could indirectly activate 
SoxR, provided that the NADPH- dependent Rsx- reducing system protects SoxR [2Fe- 2S] cluster from over- oxidation. 
However, reduced overflow metabolism (Pta- AckA pathway) could decrease AcP and Ace levels and thus prevent CpxR and 
RpoE activation. Moreover, the phosphorylation of PtsN could prevent induction of the LexA regulon. PtsNPi increases the 
activity of both Trk (K+:H+ symport) and CvrA (K+ efflux) [88] rather than that of KdpD, which could cause a net accumula-
tion of protons inside the cell. A decrease in the pHi could increase the binding affinity of LexA to LexA box and prevent 
the expression of the LexA regulon. In sum, the phosphorylation of PtsN could directly (H+ accumulation) and indirectly 
(competition for PEP) account for the strong induction of the SoxRS regulon and the weak induction of the CpxR, RpoE 
and LexA regulons in ammonium- starved cells.
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SURVIVAL OF GLUCOSE-STARVED CELLS
Activation of the SoxR and OxyR regulons
When cells begin the transition to stationary phase because of a decrease in glucose levels in the medium, the PTSGlc system trig-
gers the accumulation of cyclic AMP (cAMP). Binding of cAMP to the cAMP- receptor protein (CRP) induces genes that help to 
scavenge and metabolize glucose through PTSGlc (pts), PDH (aceEF- lpd) and TCA (acnB and sdh) [1, 89, 90]. Metabolism through 
the PDH- TCA- ETC pathway could transiently increase ROS levels [14] before metabolism switches towards Ace excretion [38]. 
The burst of hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radical could activate OxyR and SoxR, respectively. However, under glucose- limited 
conditions, PYR and fructose- 1,6- bisphosphate/fructose- 1- phosphate concentrations decrease rapidly, which activates PdhR and 
Cra [1, 89–91]. Cra without ligand can help SoxS to induce poxB − rather than sodA and zwf as in Pi- starved cells − whereas 
PdhR without ligand inhibits the synthesis of PDH [89, 92, 93]. Switching PYR flux from PDH to PoxB could rapidly stop the 
production of ROS [28]. The hypothesis of a weak production of ROS for a limited period of time is in good agreement with the 
finding that the viability of oxidative- stress sensitive mutants is barely (ahpCF katE) or weakly affected (katG katE dps) under 
glucose- starvation conditions. However, the viability of oxyR single mutants and oxyR rpoS double mutants decreases markedly 
at the entry into stationary phase, which suggests that induction of gene(s) of the OxyR regulon could help glucose- starved cells 
to resist to low levels of ROS during the transition to stationary phase [14].

Low levels of ATP and iron: activation of the Fur regulon
Glucose- starved cells accumulate high levels of the sRNA RyhB, whereas RyhB is not detected in Pi- starved cells (Julia Bos and 
PLM unpublished results). The repressor Fur (Ferric uptake regulator) controls the transcription of ryhB [94–96]. Therefore, RyhB 
accumulation indicates that glucose- starved cells behave as cells starved of iron in which Fur is inactivate (apo- Fur), whereas 
Fur is active (metalated) in Pi- starved cells [97]. Because glucose- and Pi- starved cells are incubated in a medium containing the 
same concentration of iron, a simple interpretation of these data is that glucose- starved cells cannot transport iron inside the cell.

The activity of iron transporters requires a PMF and ATP [4]. However, glucose- starved cells exhibit a weak energy- generating 
metabolism following the bypass of PDH by PoxB. PoxB is a non- energy conserving enzyme. Biogenesis of the alternative ETC 
composed of PoxB- Q- Cyo/Cbd generates a weak PMF [7]. Low PMF and low ATP levels in glucose- starved cells [98, 99] could 
therefore primarily account for low activity of iron transport systems, low levels of iron inside the cell and induction of the Fur 
regulon (e.g. ryhB, fep and suf).

RyhB helps maintain the viability of iron- starved cells both by stimulating the synthesis of enterobactin that scavenges iron, 
and by inhibiting the synthesis of most Fe- proteins but a few ‘essential’ FeS proteins − e.g. ribonucleotide reductase that permits 
dNTP synthesis [94, 100]. The synthesis of ‘essential’ FeS proteins could primarily require the activity of the Ent- Fep- Suf system. 
Fep helps transport Ent(Fe3+) complexes [4]. Suf can replace the FeS assembly- delivery Isc system normally used in growing cells 
[15, 80, 94]. A role for the Suf system under iron- deficient and oxidative- stress conditions is in good agreement with the fact that 
the sufA- E operon is negatively controlled by Fur and positively controlled by OxyR [80, 94]. It is therefore tempting to speculate 
that the viability of glucose- starved cells could depend on induction of the sufA- E operon, which could help to synthesize FeS 
proteins required to mitigate oxidative stress.

Iron sulphur/SAM-dependent methyltransferases increase translational fidelity
Pi- starved cells degrade both threonine to S- adenosyl- l- methionine (SAM), and arginine to putrescine, thereby producing 
spermidine [81]. Spermidine, which is mostly associated with RNA, can scavenge hydroxyl radical (HO•), thereby protecting RNA 
from oxidative damage [101, 102]. Oxidation of spermidine gives rise to spermidine dialdehyde [102]. It is therefore likely that 
TBARS detected in Pi- starved cells (i.e. dialdehydes such as molondialdehyde) [10, 28] could be mainly spermidine dialdehyde 
bound to polyribosomes.

In sharp contrast, glucose- starved cells degrade threonine but not arginine (PLM unpublished results), which could improve SAM 
rather than spermidine synthesis. Glucose- starved do not accumulate TBARS [28]. If glucose- starved cells were accumulating 
SAM, the primary donor of the methyl group [103], abnormal alkylated bases in DNA (e.g. 7meG and 3meA) could be produced, 
which could induce the Ada adaptive response whose role is to eliminate such mutagenic DNA lesions [104]. In fact, glucose- 
starved cells are resistant to alkylating agents, which suggests that excess SAM triggers the Ada response in glucose- starved cells 
(PLM unpublished results).

Considering the accumulation of SAM and activation of the Suf system, it is tempting to speculate that the synthesis of SAM- 
dependent iron- sulphur enzymes (i.e. radical SAM methyltransferases) could play a key role in the viability of glucose- starved 
cells. Radical SAM methyltransferases such as RlmN and MiaB methylate tRNAs, which enhances translational fidelity and 
thus prevents the synthesis of abnormal proteins [49, 103, 105]. It has been suggested that death of glucose- starved cells could 
primarily result from the accumulation of abnormal proteins, as a result of a shortage of charged tRNAs, rather than from an 
increase in the production of ROS [106]. Aberrant and misfolded proteins could be prone to oxidative damage, which could 
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account for the accumulation of protein carbonyl derivatives (i.e. oxidative fragmentation products) in glucose- starved cells 
[12, 106].

An increase in translational fidelity could therefore prevent the synthesis of misfolded proteins sensitive to oxidative damage. 
The pre- emptive role of radical SAM methyltransferases could be critical if glucose- starved cells would contain low ATP levels, 
which could prevent the activity of ClpP and Lon ATP- dependent proteases that normally degrade misfolded proteins [53].

CONCLUSION
In nature, E. coli can be starved of Pi in the small intestine [45, 56] and, following faecal deposition, of ammonium and glucose 
in soils and freshwater, respectively [107]. E. coli evolve different strategies to survive during the transition from the exponential 
growth phase to the stationary phase. Pi- and ammonium- starved cells, which can metabolize high levels of glucose, should fight 
against high levels of ROS. Pi- starved cells, which produce the unmodified form of PtsN, use several stress regulons (LexA, Cpx 
and RpoE) in addition to SoxRS and OxyR oxidative stress regulons to mitigate oxidative damage. Ammonium- starved cells, which 
produce the phosphorylated form of PtsN, rely primarily on the SoxRS- Rsx system to mitigate oxidative damage. Glucose- starved 
cells could use a new strategy based primarily on the production of SAM/FeS methyltransferases that could help to prevent the 
synthesis of abnormal proteins prone to oxidation.
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